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AMERICAN AIRWAYS INC.

Why not spend an extra day or two at home this Christmas? You don't need to cut any classes — just leave at the usual time. Why not? Fly home! Fly back! And the owners will save your conscience.

Six times a year, American Airways leaves Boston for New York, connecting there with other air schedules to all points within the United States and the most extensive of the sky systems, serving 53 principal cities. Their 9556 miles of established routes are shown by the heavy black line below. Other air
lines, serving other parts of the country, are also indicated. All American Airways planes have heated cabins; dress just as you would at home. Your trip
will be a
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12 JUMBO FLAT TOWED

32 SUMMER STREET, BOSTON

Add a Day or Two To Your Christmas Vacation! FLY American Airways INC.